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Abstract: Today, the information is growing rapidly by online networking platforms. The need for high-speed, distributed, manageable, open-source leads to introducing NoSQL databases. Therefore, relational database may not good with the developing necessities that need more accomplished system. So, choose Redis and MongoDB databases from NoSQL family because they are robust open source databases. But still needs to investigate which NoSQL database is best in reading and writing operations and check the performance from processing time. The relational database does not support to store data in variety of formats because it has inflexible storage structure like table in database. These limitations are only tackling with NoSQL databases and offer preferred storage option for semi-structured data. The results have shown that Redis database has good runtime performance as compared to MongoDB database in performing read and write operations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The origin of information is generated by online networking platforms and is growing with massive speed. The complexity emerge from the speed of information generation and the requirement for brief time or continuous information handling, from heterogeneous information sources, from semi-organized or unstructured information things, and from managing unfinished information because of external elements[1]. In spite of the fact that the relational database is well known, it may not be good with the developing necessities that require more accomplished system. The relational database is incompatible to store data in variety of formats because of an inflexible storage structure. The difficulty is that to read and write data at a much faster rate. A better way is to look for any open source database which is freely available and look from NoSQL databases family. The previously mentioned limitations are tackled with NoSQL databases and provide preferred storage option for semi-structured data. Therefore, non-relational databases have no rigid database schema, provide more flexibility and can store information in variety of formats. NoSQL, which remain for “not only SQL” is a contrasting option to relational databases in which information is put in tables. NoSQL databases are particularly valuable for working with huge arrangements of appropriated size and to exhibit the data in a more suitable form [2]. They choose Redis and MongoDB as NoSQL databases because both are robust open source databases. In this paper, the aim is to compare the performance between Redis (key-value store) and MongoDB (document-oriented store) as NoSQL databases. They investigate which NoSQL database is better in read and write operations and measure the performance from processing time. At last the experimental results shows that Redis database is best in reading and writing operations as compared to MongoDB database.

II. NOSQL DATA MODELS

In this section, NoSQL databases are organize into four different data models. Scale horizontally and distributed are more basic attributes of all NoSQL databases. There are numerous NoSQL databases present, but, they constitute different data models.

A. Key-value Stores

In this data model, the data is stored into two sections as key-value pair where the string that display the key and the real information that displays the value. The data model structure is extremely simple, effective and query performance is much better than traditional relational database. A concept of this model is equivalent to hash tables and resulting in values being indexed by keys for information retrieval. It supports mass storage, handle structured or unstructured information and provide consistency. The most general advantage of key-value store is to perform read/write operation in less time as compared to relational database[3]. Some examples of key-value databases are Redis, Scalaris, Riak and so on.

B. Document-oriented Stores

Basically, this database contains data model equivalent to key-value store and put complex information in document form (for example JSON, XML or PDF documents). A document-oriented store can contain a number of documents called collection, the data
is put inside documents where documents contain key-array pairs, or key-value pairs, or nested documents. Documents are retrieved or find by using a unique key which might be basic string. It provides high performance, horizontal scalability and do not have any schema restrictions[4]. Some examples of document-oriented databases are MongoDB, CouchDB, SimpleDB and so on.

C. Column-oriented Stores

Data model of column-oriented database can store data in columns, data tables where each column can store data separately and indexed in database. The basic structure of column-family store is made up of row key (i.e., a unique identifier) and column (contains a name, a value, and timestamp). It can identify the most recent version of information by timestamp. The column-family stores have schema flexibility, high scalability, support complex modelling structures like repeating groups, set, list, nested tables, aggregation, etc. The aggregation queries of column-oriented databases are SUM, COUNT, AVG, etc. Moreover, this data model is very scalable and support clustering for spreading data over a large number of machines. It can load data at extremely high speed[5]. Some examples of column-oriented databases are Cassandra, HBase, HyperTable and so on.

D. Graph Stores

The data model of graph databases is based on graph theory that emphasis on relationship between information. The structure of graph stores is made up of nodes (i.e., an object or an entity in the database), edges (i.e., the relationship between the objects) and properties. Using graph based NoSQL database, information can more simply transfer from one model to another. The graph model approach is simple and easier for development, documentation and sharing of information to other models. The complicated hierarchical structures of information become simple after designed by graph theory. It can provide fast retrieval of information. This data model is horizontally scalable and flexible because it can be used over multiple machines. The application areas of graph databases are location based services, knowledge presentation and path discovering issues, suggestion systems and so on[4]. Some examples of graph databases are Neo4j, OrientDB and so on.

III. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

A. Read and Write Sample Data in Redis Database

This section illustrates the detail of “Read and Write sample data in Redis Database” and also discusses the implementation steps in the flow chart. It mainly considers the method which improves the system performance by reading and writing data more frequently and also saves time.

![Flow chart of read and writes sample data in redis database](image-url)
Step 1: Start
Step 2: Create a java project.
Step 3: Create connection with redis server.
Step 4: If there is no jedis dependency then generates error.
Step 5: By adding jedis dependency that helps in making connection successful with redis database.
Step 6: Take an input as CSV (Comma Separated Values) data.
Step 7: Write data into redis database using SET command.
Step 8: Calculate the insertion time of key-value pairs in redis database.

B. Read and Write Data in MongoDB Database
In this subsection, illustrate the detail about the experimental design of “Read and Write sample data in Mongo database” and also discuss the implementation steps of the following design in the flow chart.

Fig. 2 Flow chart of read and writes data in mongodb database
Step 1: Start
Step 2: Create a java project.
Step 3: Create connection with mongodb server.
Step 4: If there is no mongo java dependency then generates error.
Step 5: By adding mongo java dependency that helps in making connection successful with mongodb database.
Step 6: Take an input as CSV (Comma Separated Values) data.
Step 7: Parse the input data for process the text line into words (tokens).
Step 8: Set objects into beans by matching entity of their attributes.
Step 9: Create BasicDBObject for making documents in database and it helps in inserting data in fields and value pairs.
Step 10: Count the number of documents writing into mongodb database.
Step 11: Calculate the writing time.
Step 12: Read data using mongodb collection.
Step 13: Count the number of documents reading from the mongodb database.
Step 14: Calculate the read time.
Step 15: Stop.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

For this experimental setup, need to install both Redis and MongoDB on the same machine that is running an AMD A8-7410 APU processor operating at 2.20 GHz with 2 GB or above of memory. The experiment is developed on Windows operating system and is coded in Java and using Redis and MongoDB server. For Redis, the use of a library which named jedis for connection between java framework and Redis database and used the version 2.8.1. The use of Mongo java driver for establishing connection between java framework and MongoDB database and the use of latest version 3.6.3.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Compare the Writing time of Redis and MongoDB Databases

Write operations have been done in both databases with different sizes of data are 2kb, 11kb, 34kb, 2mb, 11mb and 35mb respectively. In MongoDB, inserted the files with different sizes into collection in the form of documents and have measured the total time taken to insert all the data files and compare the results in this section. To write data, only one collection in MongoDB named dummy have been used. The results show that MongoDB performs INSERT operations with not higher speed than Redis database in all six different sizes of data, and with the increase in number of data size the results become more clear. The results are shown in Fig. 3.
B. Compare the Reading time of Redis and MongoDB Databases

In this subsection, to perform read operations with the six different sizes of data that mentioned in the previous subsection. To read data, only one collection in MongoDB named dummy have been used. As can be seen from the results, Redis database engine has absolute superiority. The results are shown in Fig. 4.

![Fig. 4 Comparisons of read time](image)

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This work concludes the importance of NoSQL databases in processing vast amount of data at higher rate as compared to relational database management system. It is defined that the traditional relational database was not to be much effective thus NoSQL databases are used in this work to overcome the shortcomings of previous one. Therefore, it is very important to look at the features and operations of various NoSQL databases to decide which database is suitable for big data applications. On the basis of the results, it is observed that the Redis database is blazing fast in performing read and write operations in comparison to MongoDB database.

In future, plan to evaluate the application of Redis and MongoDB databases in a distributed environment and analyse the execution time with the increase in the number of operations to be performed.
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